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Cleveland cavaliers uniforms over the years

Extra talent for the happiest day of the year National Basketball Association Logos used as an alternative to festive designs • Cleveland Cavaliers (1970/71-Press) Year Home Away 1970-1974 1974-1981 1981-1983 1983-1987 1987-1989 1989-1994 1994-1997 1997-1999 1999-2003 2003-Present Year Home Away 1970-1974 Yellow red outline and
summer of red Caviliers. Red with yellow outline and yellow Caviliers writing. 1974-1981 Yellow red and white checkered outline and red Caviliers inscription. Red with yellow and red checkered outline and yellow Caviliers inscription. 1981-1983 Cleveland with Tan written in brown red, red and white stripes and red outline. Cleveland is written with red tan
brown, tan brown and white stripes and tan brown outline. Written in white with the 1983-1987 Orange Cavs. The Cavaliers changed themselves to the Cavs and would remain that way until 2003. White with cavs written in orange. 1987-1989 Blue with Cavs in Orange. It's written in white and Cavs blue. 1989-1994 Renamed from Cavs to Cleveland. The
same 1987-1989 1994-1997 cleveland crossed black orange and was written with a blue swoosh under its name. The White Cavs are orange and written with a blue swoosh under his name. The 1997-1999 Cleveland color was illuminated in the same way as 1994-1997. Outside the Cavs, 1994-1997 was summarized in the same black. 1999-2003 Black
Cleveland with white and single white stripes written on the right side. White with blue and one orange stripes on the right. 2003-Available White Cavaliers with wine and wine strips written on both sides. Wine with cavaliers is written on both sides with white and gold stripes. Community content may be used under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified.
MenuTeamTicketsScheduleVideoNewsSon NewsMobile AppBecome is an InsiderShopYouthFansCommunity MenuTeamTicketsScheduleVideoNewsSon NewsMobile AppBecome an InsiderShopYouthFansCommunity dcass | August 25, 2009 2:14 pm 0 7Don Ryan / Associated PressCleveland Cavaliers' uniform history, very like their game on the field, is
an extreme case study. The Cavaliers had a feather in their opening uniform. And there was a dama. Later, a basketball hoop entered a blue line in the 1980s V and 1990s. Ironically, Cleveland's better uniform designs have been accompanied by winning teams. Consider the aesthetically pleasant unis worn by Cavalier greats Mark Price and LeBron James.
To this end, some of the team's mediocre jerseys have been worn by mediocre players and plenty of teams. There were rumors this summer that a uniform redesign would be appropriate for the Cleveland Cavaliers in the next few years. After all, the Cavaliers have already announced a new ground design this pre-season. Here, cleveland's 45-year history.
No three best uniform designs three poor ranking. 3 Bad: Contemporary House Whites, 2010-Present1 7Tony Dejak / Associated PressIn LeBron in its first season The Cavs wore new uniforms. In LeBron's first season in Miami, the Cavs made new appearances. It's a coincidence. These white uniforms are good with wine writing and striped gold and wine
neck and shoulder linings. I liked that the Cavs went back in time to embrace an adabenzer wine used in uniforms in the 1970s and early '80s. But they weren't very catchy either. When it comes to uniforms and team logos, I prefer exaggeration. After all, Cleveland is very blue-collar, kind of a ne-get-out city. This is especially true when talking about a team
going through a miserable four-year period. But now, LeBron is here again, perhaps the league's most powerful Big Three and the flamboyant Israeli coach in David Blatt, perhaps it's time for something bolder. The team has already redesigned featuring Cleveland's skyline, courting the beautiful Quicken Loans Arena. I hope unis next.No. 2 Bad: Hairy 'C,'
1970-19742 7Dick Raphael/Getty ImagesI just didn't get the appeal here. Curvy letters that look like a hairy C? Nothing about that points to a frightening opponent. Let the boundaries of a mustard yellow stand bright gold, this rotten shade. I'm going to pass these uniforms a little bit because they're among the first on the team, and because I love Austin Carr,
1971.That r, though, my nightmares. No 1 Bad wind could happen, with the current Cavs color analyst dreaming of trading wine on these jerseys for these jerseys? That's what the Cavs wore; Fortunately for eye babies, there are no photos of beige in the B/R database. Click here to view them. With this mental picture in mind, isn't that it? Stepien bought the
team in 1980, a year before those jerseys. Uniforms feature a dark shade of wine for letters and numbers. The white, 1974-81 uniforms used in linings and centerlines were previously used in checkered formations on the arms. Dominant beige (yikes) has never been used before. Like other poor uniforms in this team's history, the team found a way to be bad,
going 66-180, according to the team's website, before a much-needed redesign in 1983. Fortunately, the new owner, Gordon Gund, is the new look. He came in with the No. 3 Best: White, Orange and Blues, 1994-19974 7David Liam Kyle /Getty ImagesThe my love for these jerseys is at least partially unreasonable. I mean, it's a pumpkin-orange outline.
Besides orange, the most remarkable aspect of these jerseys is the blue line. Although I'm not sure exactly what the desired shape is here, this line is also similar to the bottom Dipping C on 2003-10 uniforms, which turned counterclockwise at C 90 degrees. Orange, almost brown, these CAVS sum up the uniforms of the 1980s much darker. Almost on
Halloween these uniforms came at a good and bad time for the franchise. On the one hand, the team was moving to the gund arena facility downtown. Terrell Brandon was on the verge of emerged as one of the league's best young quarterbacks. On the other hand, the days of Mark Price, Larry Nance, Brad Daugherty and the winning clubs in the late 1980s,
early 1990s were about to end. Cavs 1997-99 seasons.No. 2 Best: Orange and Blues, 1987-19895 7Mike Powell/Getty Images For these uniforms, for a complete copy of this road unis swap in 97, though the move into the outline is orange. They entered in 1987 and had the same design scheme as the 1983-1987 jerseys, minus a change of color. '87
jerseys with blue swapping as orange color, orange type/numbering and a subtle white outline. The reasons for this ranking on my orange predecessors are just a matter of color preference. Blue is simpler, unlike flashy orange. Cleveland, let's say, if it was the Showtime Lakers in the 1980s, orange would make more sense. But these '83 jerseys introduced
two beautiful revolutionary concepts for Cleveland uniforms that were continued with these 1987-89 uniforms. First, unlike the Cavaliers, which will continue until the 2003–04 season, they have been asked to put forward cav. Shorter CAVS allowed for bolder, bigger, all caps font. Second, they turned Vyi into a half-circle with the ball in the middle. Cleveland
made the play-offs in each of the two seasons. In the 1988–89 seasons, the Cavs won 57 games and Mark Price became the third player in Team.No NBA. 1B Best: Road Wine &amp; Golds, 2003-20106 and 7Garrett Ellwood/Getty ImagesCleveland are the best jerseys in Cavaliers history. Well, in a way. The Cavs 2003-2010 was this wine and gold uniform
known otherwise as the LeBron James era. As a consumer, I prefer dark road jerseys home whites because you never know where pizza sauce will land! Like every swimsuit design since 1989, dark unis feature thick-type Cleveland throughout the front, while whites are either featured in the Cavs or Cavaliers, according to the team's website. I was marked
by ilktercih, a hometown boy who at one time in particular spoke openly about the city and its relationship with dreams by putting Northeast Ohio on everyone's map. A nice contrast to the dark shades of wine and gold, golden pillars running over the armped, ideally, to the end of the shorts. The bold C in Cleveland looks like a symbol of Cleveland, the
Cavaliers, C-Town or any other aliterative element. It also applies to the little C above the player's last name in the back. Placing the number Another point of regional pride, located under Land in jersey pre-strategic Cleveland, serves as a harbinger of LeBron's #TheLand shtick in today's game. And the jerseys didn't completely throw the blue out of the
previous months, moving it around its neck and under-the-shoulder linings like the 1983-87 uniforms. These jerseys, of course, also had the benefit of being worn in times of success. The Cavs were 349-225 from 2003 to 2010, easily had the best winning percentage of any uniform era. Most of the iconic wins during this period came from alternative blues or
home whites, but road wines also produced their own moments. Although there was a Game 7 loss, leBron and Co will never forget how close to qualifying the Boston Big 3 Celtics pushed 2008.No. 1A Best: Alternative Navy Blue, 2003-20107 7Nathaniel S. Butler/Getty ImagesI although I also love this navy blue. Alternatives, like road wines, were worn from
2003 to 2010. And there are a few of the positive qualities, such as bold C and Cleveland on the Cavaliers on the front, carry over. The two Cleveland jerseys currently have this variety - since my closet-authentic No 1 Daniel Gibson and No 11 Zydrunas Ilgauskas, retired. The reason I give these uniforms a very slight advantage over road wines is history.
Checkered wine, gold and blue rectangles under arms and neck lining pays homing to the unis of the 1974-1981 Austin Carr era, even without being dandy copying the color scheme. These jerseys feature dark red/wine, bright gold and white toe. The Navy Blues also had the advantage worn in both of the most iconic games of LeBron's first go-round in
Cleveland: a 2006 game at the Verizon Center, where Damon Jones beat Cleveland in Game 2. Final.
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